AN INNOVATION IN COMFORT AND PROTECTION IN THE OTG MARKET
UVEX AVATAR™ OTG has a stylish ultra-light design and incorporates numerous adjustability innovations, making it one of the most comfortable protective eyewear on the market.
UVEX AVATAR™ OTG FEATURES

- Anti-Scratch Protection – 01
- Anti-Reflective Coating (Available) – 02
- Ratchet Temples – 03
- Flexible Temples – 04
- Wire Core Temples – 05
- Ergonomically Designed Arms – 06
- Flexible Nose Piece – 07
- Adjustable Nose Piece – 08
- Soft Brow Frame MMT+ – 09
- Soft Temples MMT+ – 10
- Soft Nose Pads MMT+ – 11
- Patented Indirect Venting Technology – 12

* MMT+ = Multi-Material Technology; ™ = Trademark
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND STABILITY
Unlike most OTGs, weight is dispersed throughout the brow and the nose piece.

AVATAR ULTRA-ADJUSTABLE NOSE PIECE
Multi-material nose piece offers 3 vertical positions and flexes to most nose sizes to provide the ultimate comfort and fit.

* Patent-pending technology
ANGLE-ADJUSTABLE RATCHET TEMPLES
Up to a 15-degree adjustment range for a better fit.

FLEXIBLE TEMPLES MMT+
Flex system design delivers superior comfort and fit.
**INSULATED WIRE-CORE TEMPLES**
Increased adjustability, customizability and non-conductivity.

**PATENTED INDIRECT VENTING TECHNOLOGY**
Advanced technology that significantly reduces fogging.
MULTI-MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY® PLUS (MMT+®)
Innovative rubber compound provides exceptional grip and comfort.

ANTI-SCRATCH PROTECTION
Excellent scratch resistant hardcoat coating.

ANTI-REFLECTIVE COATING (AVAILABLE)
Improves optical clarity and reduces eye strain from distracting reflections and glare.
Stocker dimensions (Spectacle/Goggle) 5.625" x 6.825" x 11.125" (14.3 x 17.5 x 28.5 cm)
Stocker weight (Spectacle/Goggle) 1.70 lbs (0.77 kg)
Master Case dimensions (Spectacle/Goggle) 29.125" x 14.625" x 23.125" (74 x 37 x 59 cm)
Master Case weight (Spectacle/Goggle) 36.7 lbs (16.7 kg)
Packaging (Repl. lens) N/A
Unit weight (Repl. lens) N/A
Ind. box-bag dimensions (Repl. lens) N/A
Ind. box-bag weight (Repl. lens) N/A
Stocker dimensions (Repl. lens) N/A
Stocker weight (Repl. lens) N/A
Case dimensions (Repl. lens) N/A
Case weight (Repl. lens) N/A
Standards passed ANSI Z87.1, Z94.3., High Speed Particle
Chemical splash protection No
Dust / Airborne particle protection No
Country of origin Taiwan
MSDS requirement No
WHMIS requirement No
Harmonization code 9004.90.0000 (Eyewear)

Lens overall width 155 mm
Lens material Polycarbonate
Lens coating Hardcoat and Anti-Reflective
Lens thickness 1.90 mm
Lens type Class: Sport
Lens base curve 2.75 Dara
Repl. lenses or foam frame available No
Aux. supplied: Yes
Temple material Composite of PC and TPE
Temple length 9.92 (25 cm)
Temple style Mixs type leather style temple
Helmet material PC/PVU
Helmet color Black & Red, Black & Black, Black & Blue
Frame color White & Red, Ward & Shades, Black & Blue
Lens material Polycarbonate
Lens coating Hardcoat and Anti-Reflective
Lens thickness 1.90 mm
Lens tints Clear, Gray
Lens base curve 2.75 Dara
Repl. lenses or foam frame available No
Rx capable No
Temple material Composite of PC and TPE
Temple length 4.92 (12.5 cm)
Temple style Wire-core bayonet style temples
Frame material PC/TPU
Frame colors Black & Red, Black & Black, Black & Blue
Dielectric Yes
Packaging (Spectacle/Goggle) Ind. Box, 10 / Stocker, 200 / Case
Unit weight (Spectacle/Goggle) 0.10 lbs (46.6 g)
Ind. box-bag dimensions (Spectacle/Goggle) 8.6251" x 3.75" x 2.125" (16.8 x 7 x 5.5 cm)
Ind. box-bag weight (Spectacle/Goggle) 0.14 lbs (67 g)